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                A Tale of Two Cities

                
 by   Charles Dickens 
A Tale of two cities is based on the theme of revolutionaries’ vengeance against aristocracy. Aristocracy spoiled their life. Now it is the turn of revolutionaries. Unfortunately many aristocrats who were not guilty were also victims of this revolt against the aristocracy. Notable victims of this revolt are Charles Darnay, a former French aris..
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                The Count of Monte Cristo

                
 by   Alexandre Dumas 
The Count of Monte Cristo is an adventure novel by Alexandre Dumas. A man’s gifted life is changed overnight from the height of happiness to rigorous imprisonment. Edmond Dantès who is fortunate enough to lead a wonderful life with his personal & professional success. Soon to become a captain of the ship, he is engaged to beautiful and young Me..
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                The Three Musketeers

                
 by   Alexandre Dumas 
The Three Musketeers can be termed as a Romantic Historical Fiction work written by the French Author Alexandre Dumas. Key characters behind this story are d'Artagnan, Athos, Porthos and Aramis. d'Artagnan moves to Paris to make his fortunes by joining the Musketeers of the Guard. Dumas’s formula ensures to enjoy reading this novel, even ..
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                The Royal Life Guard

                
 by   Alexandre Dumas 
The Royal Life Guard is authored by Alexander Dumas. Alexandre Dumas, also known as Alexandre Dumas, père, was a French writer, best known for his historical novels of high adventure. Translated into nearly 100 languages, these have made him one of the most widely read French authors in history. Many of his novels, including The Count of Monte Cris..
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                War and Peace

                
 by   Graf Leo Tolstoy 
War and Peace written by Graf Leo Tolstoy is a longest novel, though the author himself does not consider it to be in the standards of Russian literature of a novel, but he considers his Anna Karenina as a novel written himself. 

War and Peace is the impact of French invasion of Russia and its impact on the society seen through five aristoc..
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                The Social Cancer -  A Complete English Version of Noli Me Tangere

                
 by   Jose Rizal 
The Social Cancer is the English Version of Noli Me Tangere, a novel written by José Rizal, a Filipino revolutionary who is widely considered as the greatest national hero of the Philippines. Executed by the Spanish army at the age of 35, José Rizal’s literary contribution comprises of novels, plays, poems and essays, notable among them are Noli Me..
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                Ivanhoe

                
 by   Sir Walter Scott 
Ivanhoe is a historical novel with romantic genre written by Sir Walter Scott, a Scottish writer who made many literary contributions of novels, plays, short stories and poetry.

His notable works are Guy Mannering, Kenilworth, The Pirate, The Fortunes of Nigel, The Black Dwarf and Old Mortality, The Heart of Midlothian Translations and Imitation..
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                Notre-Dame De Paris

                
 by   Victor Hugo 
Notre Dame De Paris is a Gothic novel written by Victor Hugo, a French Novelist who contributed to literary world in many forms of novels, poems and plays with his notable works including Les Miserables, The Man Who Laughs, Hans of Iceland and The Last Day of a Condemned Man.

The Hunchback of Notre Dame is written by the author to create awarene..
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